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p>Please follow the following step if you do not see funds that you are expecting in your
wallet:â€¢ Wait for a few blocks : maybe your transaction has not been proceeded yet.
Once the transaction is completed, it should appear in your wallet. If not,â€¢ Make sure
that your blockchain is completely synced. You may not be able to check your payments
if your blockchain is not up to date.
If you do not see the payment in your wallet balance, then ,â€¢ In the CLI wallet, use the
rescan_bc function to see if your funds arrived, otherwise,â€¢ Restore your wallet using

the 25 words seed provided when you created your wallet: use the 'restore from
mnemonic seed' option when opening the GUI wallet and follow the steps.If using the
CLI wallet, open a command prompt and navigate to the drive and directory that contains
xcash-wallet-cli. At the command prompt type: xcash-wallet-cli --restore-deterministicwallet,View All Frequently asked questions FAQ We provide you below with the most
frequently asked questions and general information about X-Cash and how it came to be.
You can also ask your questions directly to us on our telegram chat group.
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General Technical Details Legal Support What is X-CASH?,X-CASH is a
cryptocurrency based on blockchain technology. The platform aims to become a global
intermediary for all kind of payments and reduce transaction costs by 99%. How can I get
X-CASH?
There are several ways to get X-CASH, most of them being free. Account creation gets
you credited 1,000 coins and enables you to also participate in any of the free monthly
airdrops. X-CASH is a mineable currency, which means you can use your computing
power to secure the network and validate transactions which reward you with
coins.Finally, we are currently in the process of adding X-CASH to several exchanges
which means you will be able to buy coins using fiat and other cryptocurrencies. What is
the Airdrop?
Every month we are releasing 1% of the coins through an Airdrop process. Everyone can
register for free and claim a fraction of the released amount. We felt this was the right
way to do things, as it gives the possibility for anyone to be involved in the project, even
if one does not have access to significant mining power. Through this process, we hope to
reach a point where the capital will be equitably distributed among our community. Why
should I trust you? You should not.
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